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BACKGROUND AND AIMS pCLE (Cellvizio, Mauna Kea Technologies) enables in vivo
microscopic imaging of the epithelium in real-time during ongoing endoscopy. As pCLE is a recent
technology, the in vivo interpretation of pCLE images of colorectal polyps is still challenging for
many endoscopists. This study aims at supporting pCLE diagnosis of colorectal polyps, by
developing a software based on image retrieval for the automatic extraction of semantic concepts in
pCLE sequences. METHODS Intravenous fluorescein pCLE imaging of colorectal lesions was
performed on patients undergoing surveillance colonoscopies. The pCLE video sequences, recorded
for each polyp, were manually annotated with 6 discriminative criteria either present or absent in
the videos. These criteria, annotated by expert endoscopists with the support of the modified Mainz
criteria, were: “visible blood vessel”, “normal goblet cell”, “round crypt”, “elongated/tortuous
crypt”, “visible lumen” and “star-shaped opening”. These semantic criteria were then learned by the
proposed software based on a content-based image retrieval technique followed by a Fisher-based
transformation method. For each discriminative criterion, the performance of automatic detection
performed by the proposed software were compared to that of state-of-the-art machine learning
methods (support vector machines) using 30x3 fold cross-validation. RESULTS 118 colorectal
lesions were imaged in 66 patients. Based on histopathology, 83 of these 118 lesions were
neoplastic and 35 were non-neoplastic. Table 1 reports the area under the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves indicating the performance of automatic criteria detection. The
proposed detection software performs overall statistically better than the state-of-the-art machine
learning methods (p < 0.05). Figure 1 shows a typical example of a pCLE query, for which the most
visually similar pCLE sequence is automatically extracted, together with “semantic” star plots
showing the probability that each discriminative criterion is present in the pCLE sequences.
Possible disagreements between automatic criteria detection and ground-truth annotations may
reveal ambiguous pCLE sequences that are difficult to interpret. CONCLUSIONS This study is a
proof of concept that pCLE clinical knowledge can be automatically extracted from pCLE
sequences of colorectal polyps. The proposed software for automatic semantic detection combined
with image retrieval provides the endoscopists with clinically relevant information, both visual and
semantic, which should be easily interpretable to make an informed pCLE diagnosis. Further
studies are needed to improve software performances and to evaluate the software as a second
reader tool for pCLE diagnosis.
***
Table 1. Area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves (AUC) showing, for each
discriminative criterion, the performance of the automatic semantic detection methods. The
proposed method is compared with linear and non-linear support vector machines (SVM) methods
which are state-of-the-art methods in machine learning.

Discriminative
Criteria
Visible blood vessel
Normal goblet cell
Round crypt
Elongated/tortuous crypt
Visible lumen
Star-shaped opening

AUC
Non-linear SVM
53.6 %
69.8 %
58.9 %
89.6 %
64.7 %
57.0 %

AUC
Linear SVM
55.0 %
73.6 %
62.0 %
94.2 %
65.5 %
59.4 %

AUC
Proposed software
66.2 %
71.6 %
86.3 %
96.7 %
68.6 %
62.8 %

Figure 1. Typical example of a pCLE video query, for which the most visually similar pCLE
sequence has been automatically extracted, together with star plots showing the probability that
each discriminative criterion is present in the pCLE sequences. Underlined criteria as those which
were annotated as present in the videos by the expert endoscopists. For illustration purposes, the
pCLE sequences are represented by mosaic images.

